July 12,2019

Glen Assoun “The Grinding Pursuit to Freedom”
First I would like to apologize to Mr. Glen Assoun, there are simply too few checks and
balances in our system. Stinchcombe should also have been applied to Viclas and most
certainly for the 2006 appeal application. This case will change that forever.
The Dept of Justice instead of assisting in full disclosure did everything in its power to destroy,
hide and conceal the truth.
Nova Scotia is a corrupt province. Rotten to the core.
The cruelty, dishonesty, corruption and continued cover-up make me want to vomit.
The RCMP, HRPD, Dept of Justice were complicit in a massive cover-up.
Those individuals in a position of power to do something failed miserably and should be
ashamed of themselves and held accountable. They knew Right from Wrong but simply chose
to go on the offensive and attack using every available malicious method short of assassination
to attemt to discredit the messenger, me.
Even Associate Chief Justice O’Neil of the NS Family Court Division refused  my subpoena
to testify at “The Parliamentary Inquiry in Ottawa for the Wrongfully Accused.”citing that he
would decide if and when I could testify and that his courtroom was more important.
When a Justice of the Supreme Court wilfully and knowingly breaks laws and is in contempt of
the judicial procedures of our country, he puts the administration of justice into disrepute and
undermines the legal foundation upon which this country is based.
The Criminal Justice System is badly broken particularly in Nova Scotia !
The oversight body “ The Judicial Council of Canada in Ottawa” is a joke and a political white
wash for the judicial misconduct of judges. It should be replaced with a proactive investigative
committee and judges should be closely monitored. “ They are not GOD although many think
they are.”
The system is broken but that does not mean that we quit and walk away. Improvements by way
of checks and balances come at a slow pace via trial and error. Let us hope the “Assoun Case”
will eventually advance us towards an improved system. I am one man who wears the scars of
battle over my entire body in an effort to better mankind.
A poem translated by Loren Eiseley in 1969 describes the belief that one person can make a
difference.

“...A man was walking on the beach one day and noticed a boy who was
reaching down, picking up starfish and throwing them into the ocean. As he
approached, he called out, “Hello! What are you doing young man?” The boy
looked up and said, “I’m throwing starfish into the ocean.” “Why are you doing
that”? asked the man. “The tide stranded them. If I don’t throw them in the
water before the sun comes up, they’ll die” came the answer. “Surely you
realize that there are miles of beach, and thousands of starfish. You’ll never
throw them all back, there are too many. You can’t possibly make a
difference.” The boy listened politely, then picked up another starfish. As he
threw it back into the sea, he said, “It did for that one.”...”
Glen Assoun was my starfish.
Dave Moore

